
(being a) Hero

Picking up the Hero Issue means that your life is on course for a cli-
mactic confrontation with a terrible adversary. You’re going to face dan-
gerous enemies, perilous journeys, and ultimately you’re going to have to
overcome some horrible foe, who at least seems scarier than yourself, and
probably at a large personal cost, in order to seize, rescue, learn, or win
something precious.

Maybe it’s larger-than-life. Maybe it’s just life-sized. But as far as the
stories of your life go, it’s going to be epic.

○ 1: There’s more to you than this. You haven’t shown your
full strength and power yet. (+1 MP) You’ve shown some heroism…

○ 2: You’re a hero. When there’s trouble, head in that direc-
tion. You’ve decided to step up to the challenge.

Exception: sometimes abandoning your responsibilities and heading into “trou-
ble” is the easy road. If that’s the case, then heroism might be staying where you
are. Don’t let that go to your head, though!

○ 3: You have named your enemy—
____________________________________________________
—and you are afraid. (+1 MP)

Level 3, huh? Time to name your fear:
You are facing something that terrifies you. Identify it. Name it. Is it
ŭ an enemy or hazard already encountered in the game?
ŭ something that your enemies might do to hurt you?
ŭ some principle or possibility that the threats you’ve seen represent?
ŭ some weakness in your heart?
Don’t think too hard about this if it’s obvious. Like, for instance, if you’ve

been fighting Typhon (pg. 225), just say “Typhon.” Don’t try to pretend you’re not
scared. Face your fear. Don’t look for a deeper meaning. Typhon is scary!

But if there’s no really dangerous enemy that’s shown their face, maybe the
thing that terrifies you is “my best friend getting hurt” or “some shadowy force I
suspect behind all these disasters” or even just “pain” or “disappointing everyone.”

Whatever it is that you fear, you can’t beat it.
Not now.
Name something you can do to hold it at bay for a little while. Explain how

you can get a temporary, tactical victory.
Tell the HG, at least, what the enemy is and what you can do about it.

○ 4: Your enemy is
____________________________________________________
and all is lost.

All is lost. Tell the HG that.
All is lost, or all is about to be. You’re about to have something horrible and

unfair happen.
Either you’re about to
ŭ lose, and lose hard;

ŭ face the need to sacrifice yourself to get what you want; or
ŭ confront your enemy in a pyrrhic battle, where you win but you go down

fighting or some circumstantially plausible variant thereof.
The HG can pick which of these happens based on the situation at hand. You

should probably cooperate in the latter two cases with helping that story come about.

Once your doom manifests, the HG can close out the Issue & you earn 4
bonus XP + 1 MP …or they can choose to wait

Hero 4: A Dirty Secret
Here’s a dirty little secret.

“All is lost,” right? That’s what the card says.
But... there’s still hope. Sometimes, sometimes, when it seems like everything

is lost, when it seems like you’re doomed, or even already dead? Sometimes it’s
not that way.

There is still hope.

○ 5: All is lost. OMGWTF BBQ1 (+1 MP)
The hardest part is yet to come.
Tell the HG that.
Tell them—look. You need to claw your way to victory here. You need to

climb back out of the darkness.
You need to win what you were fighting for. Because this part? This part where

you thought that all was lost? (Were they?)
This isn’t the hard part.
The hard part is what happens next.
If you haven’t won big yet, the HG needs to help make sure that you do, that

you win something big in the vein of what you thought you were after; they need
to give you that…

And then they need to throw at you the biggest threat so far.

When you realize just how royally screwed you really are, close out the Hero
Issue & get 4 XP + 1 MP.

1Also, you’re out of bubblegum.


